Despite everything
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We grow

Since 2013 YM Leadership Meeting
Lviv section has increased more than twice

16 members now
take part in series of events

Ukraine – Lviv – Europe
(large exhibition in Kyiv, September, 2013)
and have fun
Since Young Minds Leadership Meeting Meeting 2013
Lviv YM Section have

cooporated three big events

Workshop for Young researchers in Condensed Matter Physics

LVIV YM Section

Lviv YM Section has coorganized three big events:

1. Open Day in Astronomical Observatory
2. Ising Lectures 2014
3. Workshop for Young Researchers in Condensed Matter Physics
Astronomical observatory (October 9, 2013)
Astronomical observatory (October 9, 2013)
Astronomical observatory (October 9, 2013)
Order, Disorder and Criticality: Advanced Problems of Phase Transition Theory

Publishing of Volume 4 is planned in 2014
Workshop of young researchers 2014